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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Existence BKM represent one matter becoming priority in is powered of impecunious society 

through PNPM Mandiri. Role of BKM expected to earn more improved and created by new 

innovation improve level live impecunious people. It is of course, existence of this program need 

strong law umbrella in the form of By Law and also Decision of Regent to be more directional 

and looked after. Mechanism development of society participation through sub-district facility, 

that is local government invite society to involve actively in socializing BKM. But that way after 

all enableness conducted, just social difference remain to be happened, that is poorness. For the 

reason, poorness overcoming or at least poorness meminimalisir become one of the principal 

focus development of government. During the time strategy conducted by government of Malang 

Town is with forming one institute entangling various side. The institute so called BKM. BKM 

founded in country side storey; level / sub-district which target of the core important to 

overcome poorness of local society. To increase efftiveness overcoming of poorness and creation 

employment, govermmental launch Program National Enableness of Society (PNPM Mandiri) 

start year 2007 re-formulated self Supporting by PNPM mechanism strive overcoming of 

poorness entangling society element, start from planning phase, execution, till evaluation and 

monitoring. 

This research is conducted by using approach qualitative with descriptive method. Technique 

data collecting through: Observation and interview and also docementation. After done by its 

inspection of him, data analysed by presentation of data is at the same time analised and 

withdrawal of conclusion. 

From result of obtained data (1). Role BKM in execution of program of PNPM Mandiri in Sub-

District Mojolangu District of executed Malang Lowokwaru Town two program type that is 

physical program and giving of fund turning around where in the plan have passed some 

planning phase that is aspiration network, deliberation development of sub-district in sub-district 

of Mojolangu through to negotiate citizen and approval of proposal raised by every RW in region 

sub-district of Mojolangu by paying attention the condition of which really insist on to be 

assisted by way of evaluation at vinicity environment and society. Fund budgeted by PNPM 

Mandiri of central government give relief fund allocation stimulan equal to Rp. 250 million, And 

report evaluated auditor have been delivered to center. But with the anggara still felt by the 

existence of lacking in aid program and development of sub-district environment. Finally BKM 

set mind on giving of loan by giving some conditions and do survey. BKM have strategy which 

is best with implementasion training skill of management, managing small industry and give 

capital loan to impecunious society to be can solve and overcome its own problem. Therefore 



BKM socialization priority for the quickening of activity PNPM Mandiri coordinated by Team 

Controller of PNPM Mandiri which cover for example policy of public and development 

program, stipulating of location, communication strategy, system development of information, 

and also evaluation and monitoring. (2) Constraint of BKM in execution of program of PNPM 

Mandiri in sub-district Mojolangu Distric of Malang Lowokwaru Town during the time do not 

facilities and basic facilities it and lack of fund which in special allocation to support process 

construction of BKM and awareness of society exist in Sub-District of Mojolangu less so 

comprehend with existence of program of PNPM. Fluency of PNPM Mandiri very is base on 

awareness of society, like performing a routine fee taken as supporter medium to fluency of 

PNPM Mandiri. Execution of this program it is true have been planned, like sharing holder order. 

Division of result, that is profit 70% entering receiver of benefit (impecunious citizen) and which 

is 30% entering cash of BKM and this have been agreed on by society Sub-District of 

Mojolangu. 

 


